The MITS multigouplcontinmus-energy electnm-photon Monte Carlo transpolt code system bas maimed to the point that it is capable of addressing more realistic tfnee-dimeasional adjoint applications. It is first employed to efficiently predict point doses as a function of source energy for simple threedimensional experimental geometries exposed to simulated unifm isotmpic planar so1vces of monoenexgetic electrons up to 4.0 MeV. Results am in very good agreement with expimental data. It is then used to efficiently simulate dose to a detector in a subsystem of a GPS satellite due to its natlnal electron environment, empioying a relatively complex model of the satellite. The capability for survivamty analysis of space systems is demonstrated, and results am obtained with and wiihout variance duction.
I. INTRODUCTION
The adjoint traasport method is a powerful technique for simulating applications where a howledge of the &cie flux is only required fora Testricted region of phase space, but where this knowledge is required for source pararneters sparming a large region of phase space. Space applications often f d into tlris category. Fm example, mission-avemged diation envinmments encountered by space systems are often broadly distributed in space, energy, andangle. F&rmore, the analyst may only be intenxted in the effect of this radiation on a small region of the system, swh as the dose to a mall detector.
fn &e imporiant case of coupled electron photon tnmqwrt, t b only meihod k t meets the combined xquimmerits of space applications for geometrical complexity and physical accuracy is Monte Carlo. The Lrde,orated TIGER Series ( I T S ) 117 is one of a few codes thai m e e t s these Iequiremeents. However, the run iimes for the simulation of many of these applications using conventional, or forward, tnimport U e that of ITS a m so profri?ilive that l b adjoint method may be the only practical method for solving swh problems.
We have developed an adjoint capability for ITS that should be especially suited to space applications. This MultigrOupI In contrast to Fig. I, Fig. 2 shows the mors familiar sort of information obtained from a single forward calculation at 3.0 MeV, namely enesgy deposition profiles as a function of distance from the wall exposed to the 6om-w along a line through its center and one through its corner. Obtainkg this information would have r e q u i d multiple calculations in the adjoint mode. Agreement with experiment is again very good. 
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III. GPS APPLICATION
Because of the altitude and incliaation at which GPS satellites am deployed, they are exposed to a very severe natural electron environment. Components must be sufficiently radiation hard to survive the mission-avexaged total dose. The h4lTS code system has the capability of @cting these doses witha higher degree of confidence thanthe less accrrrate massc&, albeit witfi a much l~n-er run time. On the other hand, it is appLications such as these for which simulation by conventional fonvard Monte Carlo codes like ITS is prechdedhy-excessive nm k.
One of the subsystems aboard the GPS satellite is the Burst Detector Dosimeter (3DD) box. The ACCEPT code of the MITS system was employed to Calculate the dose at a point within tfris subsystem.
A. Geometry
. main body. A l l of these objects as well as the main body itself will perturb the natural environment, &us affecting the radiation field to which the BDD is exposed. Consequently, a realistic &dation of the effkct of the n a h a l enviroMneot on the BDD box should & M e the full satellite geometry.
What we have done in the pxesent simulation is to include reasonably full detail of the BDD box itself as shown in Fig. 3 , dong with a simplified mode1 of the rest of the satellite as already approximated in Fig. 4 Any non-meninmt surface element in a uniform isotropic radiation field will experience a constant inward-directed makes a negative contribuiicm to tfke cunent) that bas a cosinelaw a n g g distribution with Ir",spect Note the elongated dark regions on tfie maximumX and maximum-Y planes near the top of satellite and a w y fnrm ihe BDD box. These conespond to source areas of t k e planes where the xadiation has a relatively unobstmcted path to the box. They can be comhted with gaps mi& the antenna field as shown in Fig. 8 . If this were a si,dcant conhibution to the dose, designers could, for example, use this information to reanaqge the antexma field and/or add shieldixg in such a way as to minimize the weight penaity.
In Fig. 9% we have plotted the contribution to the dose from the minimum-Y plane (i.e., the one &at dominates the total dose) differentialinsource energy, as wellas its integral, for& flat source Spectnan. This energy impxiaxice function shows tfie dominance of high-energy sowe e l e c~n s for a flat source spectrum. This dominance may be due to the fact that bighenergy elecimns have the &st chance of leach& the detector and/or that they prodwe more radiation tbat can reach the detector. The statistical uncexiainty in this contribution was 028% for a runtime of about 20 b.
Fi,oure 9b s h w s the same importance function for the GPS spectnrm. The dominance of low-energy electrons in the spectxum is reflected in their incxeased importance hem. However, the large Statistical fluchations lead to a statistical uncertainty in the contribution of ibis source plane to the total dose that is 5.3 % for a run time of 20.9 h. The large statisiical uncertainty Telative to the flat source spectrum is a consequence of the fact &ai while Fig. 9a shows that low-energy soma electmns make a disproportionately low (statistidy poor) contribution to the dose, it is just these low-enexgy electmm tbat am highly weighted by the GPS spectnun.
Thus, even in adjoint transport, variance duction is highly deskble, if not ne-cessaxy. Because the detector is beyond the range of ali but a few of the s o m e electrons, we am faced with a combined radiation effecis cdculation. Such simulations are among the most diflicdt for M o n t e Carlo electron-photon transport, forward or adjoint This is because variancereductionmethods fbr the efficient calculation of the production of radiation by electrons generally Mpede those for efficiently calculating the energy deposition d t h g h m tbat radiation
To overcome this difficulty, we make use of a new variancereduction package [ 1 13 that will be implemented in both MlTS and ITS. In particular, for the present adjoint calculation variance reduction was achieved by -0 electron-to-photon cross sections in the vicinity of the source and photon-te electron production in the vicinity of the detector. Tfie resulting energy hport.nce function for the GPS spectnm cone&-to Fig. 9b is plotted in Fig. 9c . Except for an anomaly mar 1.0 M0V, the biasing has substantially lrduced the statistical BuctuationS. The run time was 9.42 firs, and we 
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